ICS313 Game Demonstrations
Mon, April 29 and Wed, May 1, 2013, POST 127, 1:30 pm

FEATURING:

Castle Game
By Team Awesome (Christina Wu, David Kalohi, Jordan Barroga) (First on Mon)

LEAF
By Team Piñata (Diliaur Tellei, Ying Guo, Shaun Takeuchi, Eva Shek) (Mon)

‘(Jurassic Park)
By Ryan Morin and Chris Uyeda (Mon)

Ultimate Kingdom
By Ultimate Survivors (Jason Delos Reyes Ka Lau and Zhaorui Yang) (Mon)

Arun the Alchemist’s Adventures (AAA)
By Arun Lee and Wei Wang (Wed)

UH Manoa: Zombie Apocalypse
By Kang-Akamine Co. (Adam Akamine and David Kang) (Wed)

Mutant C
By Kyle Mulleady, Julie Rybarczyk, Marc Sanpei, and Erick Recaido (Wed)

The Great Sword
EVRIS gaming (Chris Rodrigues and Evan Komiyama) (Wed)

The Pirate’s Game
BJ Christiansen & Samuel Kim (Wed if time)
CASTLE GAME

By: Christina Wu, David Kalohi, Jordan Barroga

"... fighting orcs have never been this fun ..."
- everyone
"Just so awesome!"
- ics 313 class

Castle Game
By Team Awesome (Christina Wu, David Kalohi, Jordan Barroga)
LEAF

By Team PInata (Diliaur Tellei, Ying Guo, Shaun Takeuchi, Eva Shek) (Mon)
27 DIFFERENT SCENARIOS!

HOURS OF GAME PLAY!

“I HAVE NEVER HAD SO MUCH FUN IN MY ENTIRE LIFE
RAVES RYAN MORIN

THE GRAPHICS ARE STUNNING
EXCLAIMS CHRIS UYEDA

‘(Jurassic Park)
By Ryan Morin and Chris Uyeda (Mon)
Ultimate Kingdom

By Ultimate Survivors (Jason Delos Reyes Ka Lau and Zhaorui Yang) (Mon)
ICS313 Game Demonstrations
Wed, May 1, 2013, POST 127, 1:30 pm
FEATURING:

Arun the Alchemist’s Adventures (AAA)
By Arun Lee and Wei Wang (Wed)

UH Manoa: Zombie Apocalypse
By Kang-Akamine Co. (Adam Akamine and David Kang) (Wed)

Mutant C
By Kyle Mulready, Julie Rybarczyk, Marc Sanpei, and Erick Recaido (Wed)

The Great Sword
EVRIS gaming (Chris Rodrigues and Evan Komiyama) (Wed)

The Pirate’s Game
BJ Christiansen & Samuel Kim (Wed if time)
Arun the Alchemist’s Adventures  (AAA)

By Arun Lee and Wei Wang (Wed)
UH Manoa: Zombie Apocalypse
By Kang-Akamine Co. (Adam Akamine and David Kang)
Mutant C

By Kyle Mulleady, Julie Rybarczyk, Marc Sanpei, and Erick Recaido
The Great Sword

EVRIS gaming (Chris Rodrigues and Evan Komiyama)
Pirate’s Game

On the run for the treasure...
KILL or BE KILLED

Developed by BJ Christiansen & Samuel Kim